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Dear Chair Hoeh-Saric and Secretary Raimondo:
I write today concerning the long-standing need for strong, coherent federal regulations mandating
distinct visual differences between three categories of consumer products: 1) toy, lookalike, and
imitation guns (hereinafter “toy guns”), 2) non-powder (bb, air and pellet) guns, and 3) firearms.
The ready availability of products that are visually indistinguishable from real, lethal powder firearms
has, for decades, proven to have dangerous and—far too often—deadly consequences. In fact,
according to The Washington Post’s police shooting database, at least 249 people have been killed by
police while in possession of a toy or non-powder guns since 2015. 1 Six of those individuals identified
by The Post were New Yorkers. 2 Just last month, another New Yorker, not yet included in the
database, was killed by police while in possession of a bb gun. 3
My office, through the Office of Special Investigation (“OSI”), is charged with investigating and,
where appropriate, prosecuting all police killings in the State of New York. In the nearly three years I
have served as attorney general, I have seen time-and-again the tragic consequences of split-second
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decisions made by armed officers in high-stress situation. Deadly mistakes do not require
indistinguishable imitation guns—Saheed Vassell of Brooklyn was shot multiple times by four
different officers because they believed a length of silver pipe he was holding was a firearm. 4 But
realistic fake firearms make such tragedies exponentially more likely to occur—as when Michael
Wallace of Schenectady was killed while in possession of a pellet gun OSI investigators found to be
“very realistic.” 5 OSI is currently investigating the killing of 17-year-old Judson Albahm of
Jamesville 6—who police shot to death while he was holding an officially licensed Glock BB gun,
which retails for $75 online and is advertised as having “the unmistakable look of the original pistol.” 7
Nor is the toll of realistic fake guns limited to the most tragic of incidents. Far too often, fake guns are
used to commit real crimes. The last attempt at a large-scale study of this phenomenon, found that
police recovered thousands of fake crime guns every year, including in approximately 15% of all
robberies. 8 However, all available anecdotal evidence suggests the problem has not abated and may, in
fact, be accelerating. 9 After all, fake guns are commonly available, less expensive than authentic
firearms, and can be bought legally without a background check or federal record of the transaction
even by individuals who are barred from legally purchasing firearms.
Realistic toy firearms may also increase the risk of accidental shootings with real firearms, particularly
among children. A 2018 Emory University study found that a majority of children could not
distinguish a real gun from a realistic toy gun, even following careful visual examination. 10
Existing regulations, essentially unchanged for decades, have proven inadequate to protect the health
and welfare of Americans. As it currently stands, toy guns must (1) have a permanently affixed blaze
orange plug inserted in the firearm’s barrel, (2) have a similar marking on the exterior of the barrel, (3)
be constructed entirely of transparent or translucent materials, or (4) be covered in certain bright
colors. 11 The appearance of non-powder guns remains wholly outside the scope of formal federal
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regulation, though I understand that CSPC has worked with industry to secure voluntary standards
analogous to those governing toy guns. 12
However, it is clear that the “blaze orange plug,” which represents the bare minimum distinctive
marking and also the most common among fake guns designed to look authentic, utterly fails to serve
its intended purpose. The plugs are notorious for being easily removed or camouflaged. 13Anyone with
an internet connection can immediately access scores of instructional videos that will demonstrate how
to remove these meager safeguards step-by-step. However, even untampered with, all available
evidence makes clear, and has for decades made clear, that an orange tip is all-but-useless in splitsecond. high-stress situations.
In fact, as far back as 1989 when, as part of a statutorily mandated federal study, researchers put
active-duty law enforcement officers in simulated confrontations with armed assailants it was found
that 96% fired at seeing the weapon with the orange plug. 14 The next year, the Bureau of Justice
Statistics (BJS) released a survey of large-sized police departments that found that 1) thousands of
crimes were committed every year using imitation firearms and 2) not a single law enforcement officer
interviewed by BJS thought that blaze orange markings were adequate to imitation guns from real
ones. 15 Improvements in manufacturing technology and the increasingly lucrative market for authenticlooking replicas of real firearm models 16 ensure that it has almost certainly become harder, not easier
for police, crime victims, or children to distinguish fake guns from real ones.
There remains more work to be done on the state level here in New York. While New York City has
some of the strongest laws governing the sale of toy and imitation guns and non-powder guns in the
country, 17 our state law could and should be further strengthened. I intend to advocate forcefully for
those changes during the coming state legislative session. However, as with common-sense public
safety regulations of actual firearms, there is no substitute for uniform federal regulations.
From the outset, this administration has demonstrated a clear and consistent willingness to use the
levers of its regulatory authority to protect consumers and to take on our gun violence epidemic. I
believe this issue—which sits at a critical intersection between those two key priorities—deserves to be
part of that ambitious agenda.
Sincerely,

Letitia James
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